
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
Packaging Code
4 x 4 L 2359278001
20 L 2359334001

Description:
Avmor’s ULTIMAXX Floor Finish provides outstanding durability in low, periodic and high maintenance environments. It is 
urethane fortified and will achieve optimal results with less coats compared to other leading floor finishes. ULTIMAXX Floor 
Finish offers excellent gloss retention and responds well to burnishing. It provides excellent scuff, black heel mark, and overall 
detergent and wear resistance. ULTIMAXX is easier to strip and it will not yellow like conventional urethane fortified floor 
finishes.

Use Direction:
1. Completely remove old floor finish and sealer from the floor and rinse thoroughly. 2. Apply a floor sealer, if required. 
3. When the floor is dry apply 2-4 uniform coats of ULTIMAXX Floor Finish. 4. Allow 30-40 minutes drying time between coats. 
5. Wait 24 hours before burnishing. 6. Burnish (1000-3000 rpm) for a “Wet Look”shine using a natural blend pad.
Daily Cleaning - Low Maintenance:
1. Dust mop the floor to remove dirt and grit. 2. Use an Avmor neutral cleaner with mop or auto-scrubber to remove soil. 3. 
When required use a burnisher (1000-3000 rpm), polish the floor to build shine, remove scratches, scuff marks or repair high 
traffic areas.
Periodic Maintenance:
1. Dust mop the floor to remove dirt and grit. 2. Use an Avmor neutral cleaner with mop or autoscrubber to remove soil. 3. 
On a weekly basis, using a burnisher (1000-3000 rpm), polish the floor to build shine, remove scratches and scuff marks. 4. In 
high traffic areas, apply a coat of ULTIMAXX Floor Finish or spray burnish using Avmor’s ECOPURE EP85 SIDEKICK Restorer.
High Maintenance:
1. Dust mop the floor to remove dirt and grit. 2. Use an Avmor neutral cleaner to remove soils. 3. Using a high speed burnisher 
(1000-3000 RPM), polish the floor to build shine, remove scratches, scuff marks and to polish the surface 3-6 times / week. 4. 
In high traffic areas, apply a coat of ULTIMAXX Floor Finish or spray burnish using Avmor’s ECOPURE EP85 SIDEKICK Restorer.
Scrub and Recoat:
1. Dust mop the floor to remove dirt and grit. 2. Dilute EP89 deep scrub cleaner in mop bucket with low speed floor machine or 
autoscrubbing machine. 3. Apply solution to floor. 4. Using a red or blue pad, scrub floor to remove the top one or two layers 
of soiled finish. 5. Pick up dirty solution with mop or vacuum. 6. Rinse thoroughly and let dry completely before recoating. 
7. When the floor is dry apply 1 to 2 uniform coats of ULTIMAXX Floor Finish. 8. Allow 30-40 minutes drying time between 
coats. 9. Allow 24 hours to cure. 10. Burnish (1000-3000 rpm) for a “Wet Look” shine.

Precautions for Food Plants:
Must be applied in keeping with manufacturers’ recommendations for application on hard smooth level surfaces. To avert 
possible adverse organoleptic effects in food, which are processed in the area, adequate precautions should be taken to ensure 
that the volatile constituents of the applied products do not contaminate the foods.

Technical Specifications:
Appearance Opaque liquid
Colour White
Odour Acrylic
Density 1.014 – 1.043
pH 8.1 – 8.5
Reftactive index (% Brix) 26.2 – 28.2%
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Security:
HEALTH 1
FLAMMABILITY 0
REACTIVITY 0
PERSONAL PROTECTION X
X = See SDS
0 = Insignificant
1 = Slight
2 = Moderate
3 = High
4 = Extreme

Note:
The data presented herein is based 
on experiments and information 
believed reliable. However, we can 
make no guarantee on performance 
of, or results obtained through the 
use of the product herein described 
owing to varying conditions in 
laboratories and plants over which 
we have no control. Neither can any 
guarantee be given that the products 
or uses outlined will not infringe any 
existing patents.


